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“I am a very satisfied
owner of three fixed piers
designed and built by Waterman
Marine. The structures were
specified for year-round use in
waters that occasionally experience icing conditions. The rugged
construction of these structures and the aesthetics of the design with
wood are uniquely impressive.” Dodge D. Morgan

“Our dock has become an extension of our home, and
since we commute to Portland during the warmer months by boat it is
clearly a crucial link for us with the sea. Creating such easy and
pleasant access to the ocean is essential to our lifestyle. We are happy
with what you have done, especially your responsiveness around
modifications and other needs.”

Robert S. Kramer, M.D.

“Our dock is located near the
convergence of two rivers and is
subject to 10 to 12 knot currents nearly
every day. Two years ago we took a
Nor’easter right across the nose of the float
with waves breaking over the deck planks.

The float never showed any signs of weakness. You have truly supplied
us with worry-free access to our boat.”

Murrill M. Szucs, Jr. M.D.

“The ruggedly handsome pier-ramp and
float construction off our southerly facing shore
has made boating enjoyably user friendly even with
the afternoon on-shore winds.Because of long
experience Waterman Marine is able to adapt their
design to overcome problems posed by harsh
geography and climate.Waterman Marine did all the
considerable work involved in the permitting
process. Their final product seems unusually sturdy
compared to the competition we've seen.”

David D. Adams, M.D.

“The pier and float have added greatly to our boating
enjoyment, and added value to our property… impressive engineering
and attentiveness to our needs.”

Gerald Zaltman
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PIER & FLOAT SYSTEMS

Pile Driven 

Where the bottom is
mud and/or sand and
small rocks, pier
supports are pile driven
using a barge and crane.

Pile on Ledge 
This system is used where ledge is predominant, and pier
supports can be pinned and chained to the rock ledge.

Our dock systems are custom built and artistically designed
to aesthetically complement the shoreline with minimal
environmental impact. Large scale projects and projects

involving difficult support systems with crumbling ledge,
cribs, or cliff installations, may cost more than the standard
installations illustrated here.

Crib Support Crib

Supported piers are used
only where there is no
ledge or crumbling ledge,
and where the soil is too
hard and brittle to accept
driven piles.This system
requires an extensive
permitting process for
regulatory approval.

Floating Walkway
A unique way to provide
boating access from your
waterfront property ,
particularly when
extensive mud flats or
beach make other
solutions untenable.

With more than 500 Waterman Marine
dock systems constructed on Maine’s coast,
offshore islands, and inland lakes and
waterways, it’s no wonder that our unique designs are
readily recognized. Our installations are in locations such as
Blue Hill Bay, Brooklin, Chebeague Island, Gouldsboro,
Great Diamond Island, Islesboro, Kennebunkport, Owl's
Head, Casco Bay, Vinalhaven, and many other places
between and beyond.

WATERFRONT DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Custom built to meet the specific purposes and circum-
stances of each site,Waterman Marine docks and float sys-

tems are distinguished
by their originality,
beauty, and ingenuity.
Our X Frame truss,
unique laminated
arched truss, and old
fashioned truss designs
are aesthetically pleas-
ing, environmentally
friendly, and excel in
strength and durability
(some of our docks
have been in the water
for over 25 years).

Waterman Marine
offers a wide range of
materials for the
construction of marine
dock systems.Typically,
we use durable and
long lasting pressure
treated lumber and
cedar as the primary
building materials in
our products.We will
also fabricate dock

systems from aluminum or native lumber including
hemlock, spruce, and pine upon request. Ramp, float, and
pier sections are prefabricated in our shop, then trailered
or taken by boat to the construction site for completion
and installation.

W A T E R M A N  M A R I N E
S E RV I N G  T H E  E N T I R E  C O A S T  O F M A I N E F O R OV E R  2 0  Y E A R S

SERVICES 
Waterman Marine provides
diverse marine services for
residential and commercial
applications:

• Custom float systems,
ramps, and piers

• Rough water dock systems
• Floating walkways
• Pile driving and timber

bulkhead walls
• Walking and road bridges
• Replacement or repair of

existing structures
• Custom designed and built

marinas
• Estimates, appraisals, and

permit applications
• Maintenance, hauling,

launching, and other related
services
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